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CSAT, LLC
JULY 2012
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
MAJOR CALENDAR CHANGES:
Added: Law Enforcement
SEE NEW CALENDAR
Added: Civilian
SEE NEW CALENDAR
GENERAL INFORMATION:
As I work through another summer, I must make business decisions and chart new
directions for the coming year.
First, I am looking at downsizing CSAT and selling the 220 acre main range area. I
will either lease it when needed or just build ranges on my 110 acre land.
I have strived to keep my prices low over the years and it is time to bring them in
line with market prices. Effective the date of this newsletter is a price increase in
course tuition. Also, I will be pushing more students out of the barracks and into
hotels, especially for two day classes. However, I will keep the barracks as an
option for certain classes.
Also, I will be doing more “short courses” in the future and less long five and six
day classes to help promote a better quality of life. I will also be doing more videos
with Panteao in an effort to record my training for future use.
CSAT will be teaming with Wilson Combat and promoting their products in the
future. Bill Wilson recently came down to CSAT and we visited, shot and had a
productive meeting. I will be using their rifles in the future for both Tactical and
Surgical work.
Bill has been producing exceptional weapons since 1977 and sets the standard for all
firearms he produces, pistols rifles and shotguns. Bills weapons are worth the cost
as their fit and finish are exceptional.
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As for PWS, here is the long and short of it. I like to help companies get over the
initial “hump” and succeed in the weapon world if they make a great product. I think
that PWS does make a great rifle and would still recommend them if you are
interested in gas piston weapons.
The problem I had was with the buffer tube and how to fix a design problem with it.
There is a small rubber/plastic buffer that is glued in the back of the buffer tube and
is not supposed to leave the buffer tube. I had one come out. I changed the tube with
a new and improved design and it came out. Without it they said the weapon should
not be fired due to excessive buffer travel.

I did not appreciate their initial response which was that I should not clean it a
certain way. In my opinion, they should have fixed the problem. The company is
made up of former soldiers and sometimes they forget where they came from and
make poor business decisions instead of the right ones. I called them on it. They are
now fixing the problem and it is time for me to move on. We had a simple business
agreement and I have served them notice.
Wilson Combat is the right fit. They have a proven track record of making some of
the finest firearms I have fired, both in quality, function and finish. Also, Bill still
keeps his hand in the business and knows his stuff. I look forward to our work
together.
Finally, I have been shooting “budget” guns most of my life and look forward to
running some top notch shooting machines.
LE CORNER:
See Training
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MONTHLY INSPIRIATION
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:

Wow, the above picture says it all. Secret Service agents should be monitoring
visitors and should throw them out of the White House, “The People’s House”
for making obscene gestures.
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So much for no cameras and security. It also speaks of the radical left and the
types of people the Obama administration courts. Losers. All these people do
is make me dislike the gay movement even more. No discipline. These two shitlickers should have been tased and thrown out the back gate.
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New Birth Control Poster
If this doesn't get people to use condoms, I don't know what else will.
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE…
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TRAINING:
No notes at this time…
RANGE UPDATE:
I am starting to get more dozer work done as the ground is starting to dry out. With
the help of a Track-Hoe, we built two dikes that keep the creek from blowing
through the north side of my property when the water rises. We will start to push the
north road south shortly in an effort to tie in the property.
CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
New weapons policy in effect…
No further lodging unless specifically noted on the flyer. Those who have
already signed up for the lodge will be allowed to stay there.
EQUIPMENT:
http://www.mgmtargets.com/index.php
MGM Steel is producing CSAT Chest plates and full size metal targets. The chest
plates are drilled so you can hang them from an old tire or piece of conveyor belt.
The full size steels come with two sets of holes to be hung vertical like a man or
sideways like an animal.
All the plates are holding up extremely well and we shoot them with either a .308 or
.223 at 100.
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The above steel is hung sideways for our Long Range Hunter class. This one is hung
at 300 yards and took numerous .308 hits. The extra holes are so that we can hang it
with two sets of chains, should one break, it will still work until we can repair it.
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Wilson Tactical Rifle
I have had the pleasure to shoot and test a Wilson Combat Tactical Rifle. The one
built is a 1/8 twist, 16” barrel. It liked 69 grain Federal Gold Medal Match the best
and shot sub minutes groups at 100. The first was cold dirty and the rest went back
to a hot zero. The barrel has less than 100 rounds and is not broken in yet. I don’t
expect them to settle in for another 100-200 rounds.
The rifle itself is a class act with the best finish of any tactical rifle I have handled. I
used a Vortex 6.5 x 20 scope for the test along with a bipod and bean bag to shoot
the below groups.
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Fireclean
Fireclean is a new lubrication/cleaning product that I have been testing for months
and have had exceptional results. It is non-toxic, odorless, will not stain, lubricates
and melts carbon. Also, it does not allow carbon to stick and will work
exceptionally well in suppressed guns. I have used it on my tactical rifles, sniper
rifles, pistols and on my knives.
It is a single stage lubricant that does not separate and does not migrate when you
put it on. It flushes off with carb cleaner and does not take much to recoat.

Surefire XT07 Switch
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Surefire has come out with a toggle kill switch for the X200-400 lights. It prevents
you from having a white light AD while on operations or burning up your light in a gun
bag.

Designs Plus is now making new hats for CSAT. These feature a “mesh” back
that is cool in the summer. We will be discontinuing the old hats and stocking
these. There are limited number of old style hats available if you wish to
purchase them.

HUNTING UPDATE:
I had the pleasure to meet and shoot with Dr. Chris Lucci of Wild River Ranch.
They offer a full selection of hunting to include night vision/thermals and
suppressors. They are located near Victoria, Texas.
Check out their website at: www.wildriverranch.net
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DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DRILL, COMBAT MINDSET AND BLACK HAWK DOWN
DVD’S ARE IN THE WORKS….
If you are coming to either my Tactical Rifle or Pistol Instructor course, I would
recommend buying the Operator level DVD’s, review it and start to shoot the drills
and standards. The learning curve for the class will not be so steep.
The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The
Tactical Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available
exclusively through www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it.
Finally, Skyhorse notified me that they have downloaded “Leadership and
Training for the Fight” to the e-book format.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the
case of an agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many
individuals not show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are
substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

